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Abstract: Research on bilingualism and multilingualism in western societies has

revealed cognitive advantages and good learning skills. However, rather than

enjoying cognitive and learning advantages, multilingual Indian children show

low levels of basic learning skills, including critical thinking and problem-solving.

In this talk I will present data from the MultiLiLa project that addresses how

primary school children in India develop language, literacy, and mathematical

skills <https://www.mam.mml.cam.ac.uk/>. The MultiLila project explores how

the complex dynamics of social, economic and geographical contexts affect the

delivery of quality multilingual education in India. By conducting research among

children living in urban slums in Delhi and Hyderabad as well as in remote rural

areas of Bihar where food deprivation, low sanitation, poverty and migration

make school attendance and education hard to maintain, the project focuses on

structural and language inequalities affecting educational quality in India.

Language inequalities arise because a large number of children in India are

deprived of receiving mother-tongue support, being instructed only in the

regional language and English, often from teachers with limited knowledge of

the language of instruction. In this talk I will present data on language and

literacy development of children from Delhi, Hyderabad, and Bihar and will

address the interaction between mother tongue education, socio-economic

factors, as well as environmental factors with the development of language and

literacy skills.
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Biography: Theo Marinis is Professor of Multilingualism and Language

Development as well as Director of the Research Centre for Literacy and

Multilingualism at the University of Reading, United Kingdom. An expert on the

specific language impairment, first language development and second language

acquisition. He is involved with numerous international grants focusing on

multilingualism across a range of different social and educational settings. His

most recent publications include Syntax and its interfaces at the low and high

ends of the autistic spectrum (forthcoming), Language impairment in bilingual

children (2017) and Syntactic complexity in the comprehension of wh-questions

and relative clauses in typical language development and autism (2016), among

others.


